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Unless you´re one of the few nice people around who hasn´t even savored a drop of liquor in th
Whisk It that Way: How to Drink Whiskey

In the old days, Puritans had a very specific etiquette when it comes to drinking whiskey. For

Examples of whiskey-containing cocktails are the Manhattan, Whiskey Sour, Irish coffee and the
How Do You Whisk It: The Different Kinds of Whiskey

The type of grain used in a certain mixture is usually the sole differentiating factor for the
Scotch Whiskey ˘ these drinks are usually distilled twice and aged for at least three years
Irish Whiskey ˘ whiskey of this type would have to undergo distillation thrice and then spend

American Straight Whiskey ˘ these drinks require the use of a mash bill containing at least 51

Malt Whiskey ˘ this term is only used for whiskeys made from 100% malted barley and nothing el

Pure Pot Still Whiskey ˘ a kind of Irish whiskey, pure pot still whiskey is produced mainly by

Blended Whiskey ˘ this is the name used to describe whiskies of different kinds that are blend
Places to Whisk It: Significant Geographical Locations in the History of Whiskey Production
Scotland ˘ Although all types of whiskey are made in Scotland, their favorite type of whiskey

United States ˘ The producers of whiskeys such as Bourbon, Tennesee and even the home brewed w

Ireland ˘ Because of their triple distillation and 4 year aging process, Irish whiskeys are ac
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